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Public blockchains as macro-economic systems
Costs vs. revenues, social utility vs. private gains
Blockchain: a distributed system with decentralized trust based on a randomized lottery
Used for cryptocurrencies, self-contained economic systems interacting with the world

Q: How does a blockchain system succeed? What makes it sustainable in the long run?
Observing from a very general (and simplistic) macro perspective, we can define
•
•
•

Costs (C): the total investment in hardware, energy, networking, etc. to make the system run
Revenues (R): the total amount of compensation paid to the entities running the system
Private gains (G=R-C): the revenue-cost position of entities running the system

•

Social utility (U): does the system do anything reliable & useful for the world in general?

We expect that a public blockchain can reasonably exist if G>0, and is sustainable if also U>0
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Having a look at Bitcoin’s recent history
A successful, sustainable cryptocurrency?
A blockchain based on Proof-of-Work (PoW) has C and R we can roughly estimate per block:

Neglecting the cost of hardware deployment and connectivity, costs are driven by energy
expenditure (Pw), deployed hash rate (H), HW hash efficiency (ξH), & block time (t)
Revenues are determined for each block by minting ( k) and collected average fees ( Ф) times the
number of transactions (T), multiplied by the exchange rate (price) of a Bitcoin ( Px)
Social utility is harder to quantify, and is related to the number (T) and volume (V) of transactions,
and if the system provides a reliable service to the world (more on this later)
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Bitcoin’s economic success
A boon for miners and early adopters!

2010: hobbyists were barely breaking even, few transactions were ever made
…but then the bubble started inflating!

10x gap in revenue from
transactions alone! G<0

2012-2014: enormous margins of gain, ~500% return on costs, fees are small ($0.xx)
2016: margins reducing but still high (~200%), fees growing (~$), T rate starts stagnating
2017: Bitcoin price fluctuating wildly ($3k-5k), fees >$, average transactions become bigger
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Social utility: why does Bitcoin work in the real world?
Expectations, perceptions, revenue and sustainability - deeply interlocked
Miner participation is rewarded:
• Contribution to the system entitles miners to receive coins (e.g., for “mining” blocks)
• The security of the blockchain is bolstered by the computational PoW effort from miners
The system is perceived as useful and secure:
• Users have increasing confidence and Bitcoin’s adoption and usefulness grow
• Speculative bubbles inflate the value of coins, miners join the system expecting gains

Virtuous cycle

Vicious cycle
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System
Security

Positive feedback

Bitcoin’s incentive design pitfalls
A brief but daunting survey
Transaction fees (as in today’s Bitcoin) thrive on scarcity of “block real estate”
This is bad for several reasons:
•

Fee proportionality cannot be enforced if block space abundant (rational miners drive fees down)

•

Limits transaction rate by discouraging consensus on the adoption of larger blocks (->BTC forks)

•

Fee “by Tx byte” has little relationship to transaction’s value (unfairness on fee/value proportion)

•

Also produces unfairness on transaction processing time (more on this in Sara Tucci’s talk)

•

Can be exploited to “bribe” nodes into mining on a specific branch (“unstable with no block fee”)

But there are subtler risks with the whole “getting paid for mining” concept:
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•

Immediate reward is largely independent to social utility U, if block reward prevails over Tx fees

•

Hoarding mined currency removes currency from the “useful” economy, reducing Tx rate/volume
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Towards new incentive schemes for public blockchains
Ensure long-term sustainability of cryptocurrencies
Carefully pick what behavior to reward and how (as mentioned in talks on earlier session):
• What to reward: mining, verification, ownership of coins, overall economic activity?
• How to reward it: creating coins, collecting transaction fees, delaying reward?
• How much to reward it: coin’s monetary value vs. cost of operating the blockchain?

Our proposed solution (work in progress at Bell Labs)
• Enforces proportionality of fees to transactions via demurrage (nominal coin devaluation)
•

Unlike Bitcoin, we do not penalize small payments by fixing a fee: fee % enforces maximum delay

Introduces conditionality of mining reward on the activity of the system (transactions made)

•

•

“External incentive” mediated by entity that provides compensation to miners for lending coins

Blockchain can be purged of older blocks and has bounded maximum size (“sliding window”)

•

"Incentives are the hardest thing to do" -- S. Micali
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Copyright and confidentiality

The contents of this document are proprietary and
confidential property of Nokia. This document is
provided subject to confidentiality obligations of the
applicable agreement(s).
This document is intended for use of Nokia’s customers
and collaborators only for the purpose for which this
document is submitted by Nokia. No part of this
document may be reproduced or made available to the
public or to any third party in any form or means
without the prior written permission of Nokia. This
document is to be used by properly trained
professional personnel. Any use of the contents in this
document is limited strictly to the use(s) specifically
created in the applicable agreement(s) under which the
document is submitted. The user of this document may
voluntarily provide suggestions, comments or other
feedback to Nokia in respect of the contents of this
document ("Feedback").
Such Feedback may be used in Nokia products and
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related specifications or other documentation.
Accordingly, if the user of this document gives Nokia
Feedback on the contents of this document, Nokia may
freely use, disclose, reproduce, license, distribute and
otherwise commercialize the feedback in any Nokia
product, technology, service, specification or other
documentation.

Nokia operates a policy of ongoing development. Nokia
reserves the right to make changes and improvements
to any of the products and/or services described in this
document or withdraw this document at any time
without prior notice.
The contents of this document are provided "as is".
Except as required by applicable law, no warranties of
any kind, either express or implied, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose, are made in relation to
the accuracy, reliability or contents of this document.

NOKIA SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE IN ANY EVENT
FOR ERRORS IN THIS DOCUMENT or for any loss of
data or income or any special, incidental, consequential,
indirect or direct damages howsoever caused, that
might arise from the use of this document or any
contents of this document.

This document and the product(s) it describes
are protected by copyright according to the
applicable laws.
Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation.
Other product and company names mentioned herein
may be trademarks or trade names of their respective
owners.

